Protecting the everyday
with our unified forward-thinking security
management solutions
For over 25 years, Mutual has provided
technology-based managed security
solutions to a diverse range of
upscale commercial and residential
clients in the Tri – State area. Four
years ago, Mutual Security decided
to partner with i3 as their leading
end-to-end turn-key security solution
provider. Mutual’s Support and Video
Monitoring teams have been trained
and certified on i3’s technology, with
one goal in mind: to respond quickly
and efficiently to all contingencies
related to client safety and protection.

M

utual exclusively uses i3’s
Alert Center browser-based
technology to provide
Interactive Video Monitoring services
that will help to eliminate loitering,
vandalism, robberies, theft, illegal
smoking/vaping and suspicious activity.

Mutual uses i3’s Ai-based video
analytics to provide Interactive Video
Monitoring Services that can be
integrated into almost any location!
“We made the strategic decision to
partner with i3 as our leading CCTV
provider 4 years ago and couldn’t be
happier. Their products are leading the
industry in innovation and quality, their
analytics and artificial intelligence are
second to none but most importantly,
their service is superior.

Early on in our partnership, we both
recognized the potential to expand our
collective menu of services. Together,
we designed a monitoring platform
that utilizes their technology with our
personnel. As their only certified Video
Monitoring Central Station in North
America, we’ve partnered with them to
monitor systems across the continent.
The performance has been flawless,
regardless of market segment or
geography.
From Jack, to Vy and George and
everyone at i3, you’re treated like family,
which in today’s world, is a welcomed
change from most manufacturers.
We couldn’t be more pleased with our
partnership and look forward to many
more years of jointly protecting our
clients.”

-- Mark Cardaci,
Senior Director of
Sales at Mutual
Security Services, Inc.

Choose i3 and Mutual today!
i3 and Mutual continue to evolve with
technology development that meets
unique demands and challenges. If
you’re ready to give your business an
edge against competition and increase
your profitability, schedule your
personalized i3 tour with one of our
specialists now.
Contact i3 today at 1.866.840.0004 or
via email at info@i3international.com
and the team will be more than happy
to assist you.

